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The Pontiac Bonneville is an automobile built by Pontiac from to Bonnevilles were full-sized ,
with the exception of a brief period of mid-size between â€” The brand was introduced as a
limited production performance convertible during the model year. The Bonneville known as the
Parisienne in Canada until , and its platform partner, the Grand Ville , are some of the largest
Pontiacs ever built; in station wagon body styles they reached just over inches 5. They were
also available as hearses. The Bonneville name first appeared in on a pair of bubble-topped GM
Motorama concept cars called the Bonneville Special , sharing an appearance with the
Chevrolet Corvette. It entered the production lineup as a high-performance, fuel-injected luxury
convertible version of the Star Chief in , and was loaded with every available option as standard
equipment with the exception of air conditioning and a continental kit. Only units were
produced that first year, making it one of the most collectible Pontiacs of all time. The following
year it became a separate model, and it would endure until as the division's top-of-the-line
model. The name was taken from the Bonneville Salt Flats in Utah , the site of much early auto
racing and most of the world's land speed record runs, which was named in turn after U. Army
officer Benjamin Bonneville. Bonneville became a separate model in , [3] available as a two-door
hardtop or a convertible. It paced the Indianapolis in its first year. For , GM was promoting their
fiftieth year of production, and introduced Anniversary models for each brand; Cadillac, Buick,
Oldsmobile, Pontiac, and Chevrolet. In its third year, the Bonneville became a full top-line series
with the addition of the four-door hardtop sedan and Safari station wagon body styles. The
Bonneville played an important part that year in the introduction of two of Pontiac's greatest
marketing inspirations â€” the split grille and the Wide Track slogan. The latter was not just ad
copy, either, as Pontiac pushed its wheels further out toward the fenders than anyone else and
created what were considered to be the best-cornering full-size cars in the industry. Both the
grille design and the Wide Track phrase remained part of Pontiac's image up to its termination.
A " Safe-T-Track " differential, used to minimize wheel spin, was an option beginning in The
Bonneville remained Pontiac's costliest and most luxurious model throughout the s and was
instrumental in pushing Pontiac to third place in sales from to The distinctive protruding grille
made its appearance on all Pontiac products during the early s, and was a modern revival of a
similar appearance on Pontiac products during the s and early s, as demonstrated on the
Pontiac Torpedo. The Bonneville differed from its lesser Catalina and Star Chief counterparts by
featuring more luxurious interior trim with upgraded cloth and Morrokide vinyl or expanded
Morrokide upholstery in sedans and coupes, expanded Morrokide in Safari wagons and genuine
leather seating in convertibles. Bonnevilles with the exception of Bonneville Safari station
wagons were also along with Star Chiefs built on a longer wheelbase version of GM's B-Body.
Also found in the Bonneville were instrument panels and door panels with walnut veneer trim,
carpeted lower door panels, grab bar on the passenger side of the dash and courtesy lights and
a rear arm rest. Beginning in , a Bonneville Brougham option package was available that
included an even more luxurious interior trim level with front and rear seats featuring center
armrests, upgraded door panels and a standard Cordova vinyl roof with "Brougham"
nameplates. The two-door hardtop was marketed as the "Sports Coupe", the four door pillarless
models were called "Vistas". Bonneville models were standard equipped with Hydra-Matic
through or Turbo Hydra-Matic on automatic transmissions. Options included power steering
and power brakes as well as air conditioning. Other popular options included power windows,
power seats, radio, cruise control, and 8-lug aluminum wheels that included integral brake
drums for improved stopping power. In B-Body Pontiacs received a dramatic re-style, featuring
fastback rooflines on coupes, rakish fender lines and even more pronounced "Coke Body"
styling. Bonnevilles followed largely the same styling cues as on other Pontiacs, but was 8
inches longer thanks to its new inch wheelbase chassis. The interior featured new
instrumentation and dashboard styling as well as new upholstery. Both engines had choices of
Tri-Power multi-carburetion setups and higher compression ratios. New for Pontiacs in was
GM's Turbo-Hydramatic transmission, which was released the year prior. This new 3-speed unit
had a torque converter, unlike the old fluid-coupling based Super-Hydramatic featured on past
Bonneville models. In , Bonneville featured a minor update, with new front and rear sheet metal,
trim and bright work. The interior saw some updates, including a more squared-up dashboard
and minor changes in instrumentation. Power train components were the same as Bonneville
for received a major update over the previous years. Styling was changed dramatically and
featured a new grille-in-bumper front design, more creases to accentuate the "Coke body"
styling and an updated rear fascia. The interior featured a new wrap around style dash with new
switchgear, instrumentation and trim. As per the up-and-coming US Title 49 legislation, 67'
Bonnevilles were equipped with seatbelts as standard, as well as other government mandated
safety equipment. As per GM's internal edict, the multi-carburation setups found on earlier cars
were replaced with the new Quadra Jet "spread bore" carburetor. A myriad of horsepower

ratings were optional. A dual-circuit master cylinder was standard as per legislation and disc
brakes became an optional extra. The front fascia was heavily revised with new side-by-side
headlights, however, the side and rear styling stayed largely the same from The interior saw
some minor updates to styling with less chrome, as well as an available 8-Track Tape player.
Power was upgraded to horsepower on the base CI engine, up from on the model year, the CI
engine remained an option. In the rest of Bonneville's styling was updated. The front fascia
stayed similar to 68', however, the rest of the car saw a re-style. The creases on the side were
removed and the overall "Coke Bottle" effect was lessened. The rear end saw widened taillights
and a color coded bumper insert. The interior saw even more updates, featuring more padding,
wood trim and a slanted dashboard. Wrap around amber turn signals were integrated into the
lower bumper. Side body lines remained similar to the 69' model year, however the rear design
was completely revised with lowered tail lights and bumper, with a design more similar to that
of 65' and 66' model years than those directly prior. The interior stuck to a design similar to 69'
model years, retaining the slanted design and minimal chrome trim. For , the Bonneville was
downgraded in the model hierarchy, as a new top line Grand Ville series was introduced. In
effect, it replaced the discontinued Executive above the lower-priced Catalina. The Bonneville
had new "Monocoque" styling [17] and was offered in three body styles, a pillared four-door
sedan, four-door hardtop sedan and two-door hardtop coupe. The standard engine for was a
cubic-inch V8 with two-barrel carburetor that was rated at gross horsepower for and net
horsepower for and optionally available was the four-barrel version of the rated at gross
horsepower in and net horsepower in The on-paper power ratings reflect the change in power
measurement undertaken by the industry for In mid, a Turbo-Hydramatic transmission, power
steering and power front-disc brakes became standard equipment on Bonneville and other
full-sized Pontiacs as well as other full-sized GM cars. From to , the Bonneville's standard
engine dropped to a horsepower cubic-inch V8. In , Bonneville was the only full-sized Pontiac to
offer a "Radial Tuned Suspension" option package which included the steel-belted radial tires
along with an upgraded suspension with Pliacell shock absorbers and front and rear sway bars.
The RTS option was expanded for to all full-sized Pontiacs and radial-ply tires became standard
on all models though an upgraded "RTS" package was still available as an option. The model
year introduced rectangular headlights - its frontal appearance was similar to the Cadillac
DeVilles and Fleetwoods of the same era. With the demise of the Grand Ville series after ,
Bonneville once again became the top-line full-sized Pontiac series, with a Bonneville
Brougham model featuring the luxurious interior appointments from the departed Grand Ville.
Adjustable pedals were optional in , the last year the Bonneville was offered as a pillarless
4-door hardtop; all subsequent Bonnevilles would have a thick B-pillar and metal-framed door
glass. Bonneville would continue its flagship duties on the downsized big car line that was
introduced for Only a pillared four-door sedan and two-door coupe with optional opera windows
were offered as the hardtop sedans and coupes offered in previous years were discontinued
across the board at all GM divisions. The Bonneville also regained the Safari station wagon as
part of its model lineup for the first time since with woodgrained exterior trim and interior
appointments shared with Bonneville coupes and sedans. The Safari was available in both 6
and 9-passenger configurations and featured a dual-action tailgate that could be opened to the
side as a door or downward as a tailgate, rather than the disappearing clamshell tailgates found
in full-sized Pontiac wagons. For , all GM B-bodies received revised styling and aerodynamic
improvements along with reduced weight. A horsepower Oldsmobile cubic inch V8 was also an
option. In later years, increasingly stringent fuel-economy standards mandated by the
Corporate Average Fuel Economy CAFE regulations would lead to the discontinuation of the
larger engines with a cubic-inch Buick V6 becoming the standard engine on Bonneville coupes
and sedans for and with the only optional V8s offered including and cubic-inch Pontiac-built
gasoline engines or an Oldsmobile-built cid diesel powerplant. The Bonneville and Catalina,
already the smallest-selling of GM's B-body line, suffered a serious drop in demand following
the economic recession that began in the spring of With that, GM decided to pull the plug at the
end of the model year. Along with them went the engine, marking the end of Pontiac V8s. From
now on, the division would use Chevrolet engines. The Bonneville nameplate didn't go
anywhere following the discontinuation of full-sized Pontiacs and instead was simply swapped
onto the midsized LeMans, which also suffered from poor sales, thus GM planners reasoned
that attaching a more well-known model name to it would spark demand. A Buick 4. The models
were officially known as the Pontiac Bonneville Model G built on the GM "G" platform , although
later models were not badged as such. Styling was revised to bear a closer resemblance to the
departed B-body Bonneville and coupes were dropped. GM also began marketing the Bonneville
in Canada for the first time starting in and Canadian models carried the Grand LeMans name ,
as GM's full-size Bonnevilles in Canada were referred to as Parisienne. The Bonnevilles are

direct descendants of the Pontiac Tempest. These Bonnevilles were the smallest and the last of
the old breed of Bonnevilles, having rear wheel drive, full perimeter frame body on frame , and
old-fashioned American car ride and styling. Some Pontiac customers did not take to the
"downsized" Bonneville as a portion of new-car buyers were switching their preferences from
compact and mid-sized cars back to full-sized, V8-powered cars thanks to improving gasoline
prices. Late in the model year, Pontiac reintroduced a full-sized car to the American market by
bringing over the Canadian-built Pontiac Parisienne which was essentially a restyled Chevrolet
Caprice and powered by Chevrolet V6 or V8 engines. The Bonneville was then again one notch
below the top of the line from late through However, exactly as before, a downsizing proved its
salvation. In , the Parisienne was discontinued and the Bonneville was completely redesigned
as a front-wheel drive car, rejoining its pre platform mates: the Buick LeSabre and Oldsmobile
Delta 88 and it regained its status as the senior Pontiac. For , Pontiac decided to change the car
from the rear wheel drive G-body with the V8 to the more economical front wheel drive
one-year-old H Body platform with the Buick LeSabre and Oldsmobile For LE models, an SSE
sport package was also available that featured a quicker gear ratio, sportier suspension and
more standard features, as the Bonneville was intended to have a more sporty, European flavor
than the LeSabre and A host of trim level changes and a new engine became standard for the
front wheel drive Bonneville's second year. Other models on the H-body platform were fitted
with the updated engine one year later, in The LN3 was used through , until the Bonneville was
once again redesigned for the model year. Also new for , the base model is dropped making LE
the base model. One notable feature of the SSE was the addition of automatic leveling rear air
suspensions, which also included an inflator in the trunk. For , a compact disc player became
optional and in a remote keyless entry system was added to the options list for all models.
Suspension revisions were introduced in for the model year. Pontiac also revised the trim levels
for the remainder of this generation, removing the base trim only used for , keeping the LE went
from being the top to the base trim, and adding the SE and SSE trims which were then available
with many more comfort and convenience options standard such as, electronic climate control,
a digital compass, Driver Information Center, 8-way way for the SSE according to GM material
power leather seats, heated power mirrors, CD player with the premium sound package and
many more. The SSE trim was exclusively equipped with an exterior sport appearance package
that included body cladding, assorted ground effects, a body color grille and removal of the
Bonneville door badges and Pontiac trunk badge, replacing the Bonneville trunk badge with an
SSE Bonneville badge; in amber rear turn signals were added. Unveiled on February 8, , at the
Chicago International Auto Show and launched in July for the model year, the interior and
exterior of the car were completely redesigned. The first prototypes were built in and went into
testing in mid In August , production preparation began, with early production "builds" being
constructed during late The first series production models were assembled in May , with SE
variants being launched in July The trims were redone once again, the LE trim which had
standard six-passenger seating was removed, the SE was now the base model the only model
to offer six-passenger seating as an option , the SSE was now the mid grade and a new top of
the line trim was now added, the SSEi, which received a standard passenger-side airbag.
According to GM's Pontiac division, these trim acronyms have no implied meaning. The base
and midlevel models were provided with GM's naturally-aspirated 3. All engines came paired
with a 4-speed overdrive automatic transmission. SSEi models got dual airbags and antilock
brakes. This generation hosted quite a few Bonneville firsts, becoming quicker and
considerably safer. One of the most notable improvements over the previous generation was
that the Bonneville SE now came standard with a driver airbag and was the first General Motors
product equipped with a passenger airbag, while ABS was available as part of the sport
appearance package. Abridged safety options list :. This is essentially an SE sub-trim with more
standard features such as leather seats, electronic climate control, automatic headlights,
premium sound, and "crosslace" alloy wheels, though certain items such as electronic climate
control and premium sound could be deleted from an SLE equipped car. This option package
designation remained only on the RPO sticker until , when SLE badges were added to the
exterior of the vehicle. This continued onto the '99 model year. Many more standard options
were available with the SSE. Also, this year introduced the new five-spoke "Torque Star"
wheels. A resonator also became standard on the exhaust to lower the raspy tone that the
engine produces. Passenger airbags also became standard on all models. In March , GM
announced that these engines and other GM engines supplied with Dexcool antifreeze coolant
might be prone to intake manifold failure and other problems with the cooling system if proper
regular maintenance is not correctly performed. After settlement of a class-action lawsuit, GM
agreed to compensate owners of many vehicles that suffered damage, regardless of negligence
on the part of the consumer, if the consumer can prove damages. In September , styling

changes were introduced for the model year facelift. Some things were subtly reshaped, and
other things, such as the tail lights, headlights, grille, and lower body cladding were drastically
changed. The gap narrowed quite a bit regarding the exterior trim between packages. The
previous generation showed an entirely different style of cladding and rear lighting for the SSE
and SSEi, while this generation, at first glance, remains the same between the trims, with of
course, the exception of the unique front bumper and grille. Also for , the supercharged version
of the Series II engine was introduced for the Bonneville. This engine was used from until it was
retired from the Bonneville in In , Pontiac made a 40th Anniversary Edition to mark the 40th year
of production of the Bonneville. The 40th Anniversary SSEi is the rarest model with a total
production of units. The 40th anniversary models all had a VIN with Y But since this was not a
model, it had no badging in and supposedly not for , it was just an option for the SE. A new
transmission, the 4TE was introduced in for the naturally aspirated installed in SE and SSE
models, and the heavy-duty version, otherwise known as the 4T65E-HD was introduced in for
the supercharged installed in the SSEi models. The Bonneville was redesigned from the ground
up with significant advancements in design, engineering and technology which Pontiac dubbed
"luxury with attitude. The Bonneville regained a V8 option on the GXP trim for , its first since ,
as a result of the discontinuation of the Oldsmobile Aurora. This opened up a "hole" in the GM
lineup between Pontiac and Buick, allowing Pontiac to expand upmarket somewhat. The engine
is Cadillac's 4. Its 3. GM announced on February 8, , that the Bonneville would be dropped from
Pontiac's lineup for The last Bonneville left the assembly line on May 27, Only about 12,
Bonnevilles were sold in With more than half of Pontiac dealers also selling Buick models, the
Buick Lucerne along with the Chevrolet Impala continued as GM's only mainstream full-size
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related to Pontiac Bonneville. Ventura II. Tempest Custom. Custom S. Grand Am. Strato Chief.
Pathfinder Deluxe. Super Chief. Catalina Brougham. Parisienne Brougham. Star Chief. Star
Chief Executive. Grand Ville. Grand Ville Brougham. Bonneville Brougham. Station wagon.
Personal luxury. Grand Prix. Muscle car. Grand tourer. Mid-size crossover. Compact SUV.
Compact MPV. Montana SV6. Popular searches. My notifications My Account. More about the
Bonneville. Overview Overview. Starting MSRP. Drivetrain Drivetrain Drive type Front wheel
drive Transmission 4-speed automatic. Fuel tank capacity 18 gal. Engine Engine Torque lb-ft
rpm Base engine size 4. Power Feature Power Feature Power mirrors yes 2 one-touch power
windows yes remote keyless power door locks yes Heated mirrors yes. Instrumentation
Instrumentation low fuel level warning yes clock yes compass yes external temperature display
yes tachometer yes. Front Seat Dimensions Front Seat Dimensions 12 -way power passenger
seat yes bucket front seats yes height adjustable passenger seat yes Front leg room Passenger
seat with power adjustable lumbar support yes Front hip room Rear hip Room Rear leg room
Rear shoulder room Dimensions Dimensions Front track Maximum cargo capacity 18 cu. Length
Curb weight lbs. Cargo capacity, all seats in place 18 cu. Ground clearance 5. Height EPA
interior volume Wheel base Width Rear track Sponsored cars related to the Bonneville.
Suspension Suspension modified MacPherson strut front suspension yes four-wheel
independent suspension yes modified MacPherson strut rear suspension yes. Warranty
Warranty Basic 3 yr. Drivetrain 3 yr. Rust 6 yr. Roadside 3 yr. Inventory See Bonneville
Inventory. Sign Up. Dark Pewter Taupe. See Bonneville Inventory. The Pontiac Bonneville was
on sale for 47 years before it was discontinued in The Pontiac brand itself was shut down by GM
only five years later. The automaker's so-called "Excitement Division" had lost its way over the

years due to GM's reliance on badge engineering, among other issues. By the time proper
attention was given to Pontiac with models like the Solstice and G8, it was already too late.
GM's bankruptcy was also the final nail in the coffin for the brand. Aside from the Firebird, one
of Pontiac's most celebrated and long-standing models was the Bonneville. Launched in , a
total of ten generations existed in numerous body styles, including a coupe, convertible, station
wagon, and sedan. A majority of us still clearly remember the sedan, which Pontiac attempted
to morph into a BMW fighter in the s. There was, however, an even better BMW 5 Series -fighting
Bonneville that arrived for , exactly one year before the model's death. The Pontiac Bonneville
GXP represented the first time since when a V8 became available for the model, a consequence
of the Oldsmobile Aurora being discontinued the year prior. Like the second-gen Aurora, the
tenth-gen Bonneville rode on GM's G platform and therefore could accommodate Cadillac's
respected 4. By today's standards, the engine is not that powerful. Total output came to just
horsepower and lb-ft of torque. Power was directed to the front wheels through a four-speed
automatic transmission. Company executives had hoped the GXP version could help bridge the
gap previously held by Oldsmobile in the brand lineup between Pontiac and Cadillac. The GXP
had a claimed mph time of 6. Another interesting fact is that the GXP featured the widest track
in its class, measuring at Unfortunately, Bonneville sales, in general, dipped too low for
Pontiac's liking and was the final model year. Three years later, the V8-powered and RWD
Pontiac G8 arrived from Australia as a Bonneville replacement, though by this time, the brand's
fate had been decided. Chances are the Bonneville GXP won't become a collector's car, but it's
still a cool piece of Pontiac history. Its , miles explains why. Overall, it seems to be in relatively
good condition and those interested will need to head over to Bridgeville, Illinois just outside of
Chicago , for a test drive. The last great Bonneville. Dean's Cars. Add first comment. Related
Used Cars for Sale. Now Buzzing. What's Hot. First Look. Model Overview. Login Sign Up.
Popular Tags. By Make. By Car Type. By Price. From an enthusiast's standpoint, the s were a
fruitless decade at GM. John G. Smale, and later Ron Zarrella, took decision-making power and
creative input away from stylists and engineers, and instead decided to unleash an army of
design researchers on the American public. This clipboard-shuffling strategy effectively let a
mob design the products, and was extremely effective only in watering down the innovative
ideas coming from GM's styling studios. These passionate designers would have much rather
eaten clay than sign off on whatever ho-hum vehicle that got the go for production--and even
when the corporate bureaucracy was at its worst, they always knew right from wrong. Those
who had seen enough packed up and went, spewing ear-burning exit interviews about a time
when GM was a different company. But those who stayed got a reprieve in late , when fellow
enthusiast Bob Lutz was hired as chairman of GM North America. He immediately began to slice
through the red tape, realign the right people in the powertrain and design departments, and
hand the power back to its rightful owners. The only remaining question was: what would they
do with it? Their aggressive exteriors were devoid of cladding and topped with Shadow Black
tri-coat paint. Interiors boasted custom leather seating surfaces and premium trim options.
Suspensions were beefed up, aftermarket brake systems peeked through enormous wheels,
and engines with up to 35 percent more horsepower over previous iterations lurked between
fenders. Automotive scribes and everyday Joes alike loved the idea, but the subconscious has
a way of reminding autophiles about GM's modus operandi--creating stunning concept vehicles,
then treating them to a dusty storage garage somewhere in Michigan. The V8-powered
Bonneville GXP had been tapped to provide thrill-seeking Pontiac buyers with a potent
alternative to the hot new GTO, and it will be rushed into production for an early release.
Full-sized attitude was the goal, and Pontiac responded by smoothing the Bonneville's lines and
tuning up the front and rear fascias. Dark Argentinean Blue was the chosen color, accented by
smoked headlights and taillights, Xenon fog lamps, and tinted glass. The body was dropped an
inch and a half for a more aggressive look, and 5-spoke, inch rims showcased mondo rubber
and upgraded brakes. Although GM engineers wanted to drop a V8 into it immediately, the idea
of installing a big mill into a turntable-bound Pontiac couldn't be justified. Instead, the Bonne's
blown 3. It was sent to the Chicago Auto Show, where it was applauded as a bold step forward
for a division lacking the excitement that it advertised. But it stood to reason that distancing the
upscale Bonne from the Grand Prix by offering a smoother V8 might make it stronger yet. And
here's where this saga gets interesting: sometime between February and October, the GXP's
supercharged 3. Most of the new motor's specifications are still hush-hush, but it has been said
that the valve, quad-cam mill for the most part a carry-over from the Cadillac-based Olds Aurora
V8 will more than likely share the Cadillac 4. In fact, the GXP's motor could very well be a
de-stroked version of the L37 Northstar producing horsepower. How much torque it will make is
anybody's guess--we're willing to bet that GM won't have to push the lb. The most obvious
change at SEMA besides the V8 was the big and bold grille aperture, which had been

accentuated for the show. The grille will be less dramatic and more in-line with that of the
Chicago concept, but the side panels and rear fascia should make it out of the factory intact.
Initially it was reported that 10 exterior colors, including two premium tri-coats, would be
available. However, GM hasn't decided whether or not it will limit the palette. Certain interior
items will be changed, and vacuum-formed carbon fiber will be used. The production GXP will
retain the lowered stance, but the inch wheels on the concept will be replaced with more
reasonably sized inch units wearing rubber with a W speed rating. GXP's big rollers and V8
power will require structural modifications, although no specific changes to the chassis, save
for bracing, have been released. A high-performance independent suspension claims compliant
ride as well as good handling, but a lack of definite modifications prevents us from speculating.
The aftermarket braking system won't see production; instead, a factory-built performance
variant will have two tons of fun stopping this sedan. If GM's valve, quad-cam motor is indeed
simply a de-stroked Northstar, it is hard to fathom why money would be spent to lower
displacement 12 cubic inches before installing it in a performance car. Popular opinion would
see this as a large waste of money when a few simple calibration changes could be made--GM
may simply see it as a hierarchical decision. However, the GXP will share the Caddy's stronger
tranny. Unfortunately, this strength comes with a price: the 4T80E is nearly a hundred pounds
heavier, at pounds versus for the 4T65E. It has been estimated that a 24 percent driveline loss
exists with this trans, which is higher than the 4T65E's estimated 21 percent. The 80 does have
slightly higher gear ratios down low But when factoring in the driveline loss and extra weight,
we suspect that the horse, naturally aspirated GXP won't be any faster than the original
concept's horse 3. Consider the inferior weight transfer and other unpleasantness associated
with a front-drive, V8-powered vehicle which will top 3, pounds, and we're looking at mids in the
95 mph range on a good day. Not lightning-quick, but it will still beat the SSEi's mids like a stray
dog. Conversion to GXP status will likely take place through a combination of production line
and post-production changes. No production run number has been set, but look for consistency
with the current yearly SSEi sales. With the GTO about to be crowned as Pontiac's flagship, the
Bonneville GXP will be an upscale performance sedan that could carve its own
upper-middle-class niche and entice buyers away from the Lincoln LS and Chrysler M--this is
the kind of progress that softens retirement speeches. Note the clock is ticking, however, as the
V8 Hemi powered RWD N is scheduled to hit at approximately the same time. And they would
have a point, but keep two things in mind: GM has just taken a big step to get back into the
performance business, and with the right people in charge, the good things sometimes trickle
down. It underwent reconstructive surgery and added a couple of cylinders before showing up
at the SEMA show in Vegas and knocking the lights out. The cavernous grille will unfortunately
be toned down for the version, but the V8 will remain. Sliding into the GXP rewards you with a
view of its exclusive instrument cluster and air vent accents. But several interior changes will
be made before this Pontiac hits showrooms: the seats will be changed, and two-tone suede
inserts may be used. The accents around its driver-oriented instrument panel will be different,
with vacuum-formed carbon fiber getting the green light for production. By far the biggest
question mark surrounding this new Bonneville is its engine. GM is mum on the subject, but
insiders hint at a mini-Northstar that has been de-stroked to 4. The strong-but-heavy 4T80E
automatic tranny will throw the shifts. Note that the placard at the SEMA show boasted
"approximately hp," a number which has since been officially downgraded. Large inch wheels
and tires will be replaced by more tarmac-friendly or inch hoops. One thing which caught our
eye was the this sharp-looking dual stainless steel exhaust from Corsa Performance. Will it
make it on the real thing? Time will tell. A customized rear bumper makes room for a dual-tipped
dual exhaust setup. GM labeled the exhaust as a "production-based performance exhaust
system" at SEMA; we can only hope that the true duals make it to the big dance. We're told GXP
is here to stay. This 2,horsepower Pro Street Camaro, the likes of which has never been seen
across The Pond, wakes up the mild streets of England. After 60 years, the C7 took the Corvette
to amazing levels of technology, power and performance. Paul Atkins Hot Rods knocks this '67
Chevelle SS out of the park; it's simply beautiful, with custom interior, matching top, and an
all-new drivetrain. GM High Tech Performance. Courtesy of GM Feb 25, Share. View Full Image.
Connect With Us. Get Latest News and Articles. Newsletter Sign Up. Related Articles. Ultimate
Corvette Roadster â€¦ Yes, Roadster! This dazzling '67 Chevelle SS was rescued and perfected!
Make Pontiac. Model Bonneville. It is wonderful vehicle. I hate to sell it but my wife has been
getting on my case with my toys so i have no choice but to sell it. It runs and drives great. I've
only had it for a year but only put a bout miles on it since it's always in the garage. I still have
the window sticker from day one. I am sure you know about this car as it's a rare vehicle. Plenty
of Power and plenty of space inside. If you have any questions, feel free to ask. With , miles in
excellent condition, it rides like a luxury car but is also a fast sports car that hugs the road like a

dream. It's fully loaded with every power option available including dual Heated Seats and dual
climate control. It also features the Monsoon Stereo System for outstanding sound quality.
Includes 2 sets of wheels and tires. It also has newer brakes with drilled and slotted
performance rotors and the calipers painted red. The Dual Hood Scoops are designed for this
car and paint matched. The Car runs perfectly with no oil leaks of any kind and is Meticulously
Maintained. It is immaculate inside and out. Truly a "Must See" and "Must Drive" to fully
appreciate the power and performance this car has to offer. This car is absolutely awesome and
will make someone very happy. Sadly, college is expensive and I need the money. New front
wheel hubs, CV axles, brake pads, and rotors. Power everything. Heated seats with
customization settings, HUD heads up display; shows speed and others on windshield.
Blemishes are the minor rust spot under the gas cap, and the RPM gauge is incorrect, that's it.
This car is very fast and super fun to drive. The exhaust sounds incredible. This car has been
maintained very well. This car will not last too long on here! Let us build rapport with you and
the rest of the Southern Nevada Area. We provide multiple services for our customers. Such as
an Insurance Agent who shops around for you to provide the maximum amount of discounts he
can possibly obtain for you! Thank You! Free warranty optional for customers paying full cash
price on vehicles in cash others who receive a special price or financing warranty is available
but not free option No matter how bad your situation is were here to help Check out our website
Custom wheels. Low mileage. Must see. There are no noticeable dings on the exterior of this
vehicle. This vehicle has a smooth shifting transmission. All power equipment is functioning
properly. This is a smoke-free automobile. This is a garage kept vehicle. The engine on this
vehicle is running properly. This vehicle has no known defects. The exterior of this vehicle is
extra clean. Extra clean interior. Absolutely no rips, odors or abuse. This fee covers expenses
involved in a selling of a vehicle. All of our cars are meticulously checked for mechanical and
cosmetic conditions. There are no exceptions!!! See our other listingsDisclaimer: This auction
is a legally binding contract to buy this vehicle. All vehicles are sold as-is unless otherwise
specified. I have done my best to accurately describe this vehicle. It is up to the buyer to come
see and further inspect the car before the end of the auction. This auction is a legally binding
contract to buy this vehicle. Enjoy Cadillac-level performance in racy Pontiac sheet metal!
Features include leather seats with suede insets, sliding sunroof, dual power seats and mirrors
with memory feature, seat warmers front , dual climate control, 18 inch aluminum alloy wheels,
and carbon fiber trim on the dashboard and door panels. Since buying the car a few years ago I
am the third owner , I have kept the car well-maintained both mechanically and cosmetically,
and have also completed several major projects to restore the vehicle to excellent condition. A
full list of these upgrades along with complete maintenance records will be made available to
serious buyers. I also have several parts and accessories that I am selling with the vehicle,
including a new set of tail lights, seat heater module, new GXP door badges, and a few other
odds and ends. The seller shall not be responsible for the correct description, authenticity,
genuineness, or defects herein, and makes no warranty in connection therewith. No allowance
or set aside will be made on account of any incorrectness, imperfection, defect or damage. Any
descriptions or representations are for identification purposes only and are not to be construed
as a warranty of any type. It is the responsibility of the buyer to have thoroughly inspected the
vehicle, and to have satisfied himself or herself as to the condition and value and to bid based
upon that judgement solely. The seller shall and will make every reasonable effort to disclose
any known defects associated with this vehicle at the buyer's request prior to the close of sale.
Seller assumes no responsibility for any repairs regardless of any oral statements about the
vehicle. Northstar 4. Look right here! What are you waiting for?! This stunning Pontiac
Bonneville is the rare family vehicle you have been trying to find. It is nicely equipped with
features such as 4-Speed Automatic with Overdrive and Northstar 4. You never know when life
is going to throw you a curve, but the antilock braking system will always be there to help stop
trouble right in its tracks. GXP trim. Master Motors of Buffalo S. Transit Rd. This is a sedan that
you will have trouble finding anywhere else and will certainly want to see it for yourself. And
you don't need to worry about your credit slowing you down because we have multiple
programs in place that work with all types of credit, so stop out and take this Bonneville for a
test drive today, where we guarantee that we can get ANYONE approved, no matter your credit
history! Master Motors of Buffalo promises to deliver you a quality vehicle, with some of the
lowest prices and strongest finance programs in the WNY Area. We are the best in the area in
getting individuals approved, with all types of credit, and have been doing so for over 25 Years!
At Master Motors of Buffalo, we will work to make sure you are completely satisfied and will
work with ANY credit history to get you approved on a quality vehicle that you will love. Sound
too good to be true?? Give us a call and we promise to meet your expectations and provide you
with a positive car-buying experience. Feel that you can't buy the car you want because of your

credit? Our financing has set us apart from our competition for years! No matter the credit
troubles you've had in the past, we can get you approved today! Call today at , located at S.
Lockport NY or secure a credit application. Just pick out a car! But you won't know until you
call! Call today to schedule a test drive at We can get you financed into quality vehicles, all at
money saving prices Price plus any applicable fees. Extended Warranty Available! Extra Clean.
Serviced here. At Morrissey Motor Company it is our challenge to serve you and our
communities better than anyone in the industry. YOU, the customer, are our past present and
future. NEVER be afraid to ask how we can serve you better today. Horsepower calculations
based on trim engine configuration. Please confirm the accuracy of the included equipment by
calling us prior to purchase. Visit MMC Norfolk online at Brooklyn, NY. Federal Way, WA. North
Kingstown, RI. Sacramento, CA. Hanover, MA. Chester Twp, NJ. Alert Successfully Created.
Save search. Cars for Sale Pontiac Bonneville Gxp. Year Make Pontiac Model Bonneville.
Pontiac : Bonneville GXP 05 pontiac bonneville gxp v 8 4. Year - Make - Model -. Category Mileage - Posted Over 1 Month. Prev 1 2 3 Next. Make Pontiac 9. Category Beta Coupe 9. ZIP
Code. Year minYear Apply Filters Clear Search. Daily Weekly No Emails. Submit Cancel. Refine
your search. Se 29 3. Automatic Front Gasoline Classic Cars 1. Popular Similar Cars. North
Dakota. Refine search. For Sale: Pontiac Bonneville. Transmission shifts very well, i changed
the transmission fluid and filter less than miles ago. All original motor and transmission. For
Sale: Pontiac Bonneville I have for sale a pontiac bonneville, car has the 3. This pontiac
bonneville 3. Google Ads. I have been having issues with getting it started, the car has k miles,
the car does have some sort of engine noise, but I got it with k and it has not gotten any worse,
it also has a coolant leak, but Im not sure where. I believe the car has spark or fuel pump
problem. I may know where a donor car is with good engine. Body is in good condition. Silver
gray with dark gray cloth interior. Exterior has some minor issues but no major damage. Cloth
Interior. Changed transmission fluid at 90, Needs new routers and front shocks Bluetooth. I dont
know much about the car it seems to run and drive great i got it as a trade for fixing a car and
few other things for a guy. The car is very clean and comes with a remote start. Interior is in
great shape exterior has rust and but a good solid car with recent brakes and rotors.. Runs and
drives great has sunroof heated leather and climate control. Se maroon 3. Odometer is miles
below market average! We proudly serve fargo, grand forks, moorhead, dilworth, glyndon,
jamestown, valley city, bismarck, wahpeton, lisbon, casselton, sioux falls, barnesville, rothsay,
detroit lakes, greater minneapolis area, north dakota. That's just the start it drive great on high
way 32mpg and in town 16mpg. Pontiac Bonneville! Good interior, good b
vw golf fuse box layout
2015 vw golf fuse diagram
panterra 125cc dirt bike owners manual
ody, oil changed regularly but car. Good interior, good body, oil changed regularly but car
recently started having a knock in the motor. Hi, I have a Pontiac Bonneville. The interior is in
good condition along. It does have some front end damage but it does not affect the way it runs.
The interior is in good condition along with the outside other then the front bumper. Silver FWD
Odometer is miles below market average! Cloud, Alexandria and surrounding area. It does have
an ABS light and traction control lights on due to a wheel speed sensor and it also cuts out
once in a while and throws a check engine light for a cam sensor. SE Blue 3. Northstar V8,
heated leather. Runs and drives 92 pontiac bonneville not the best shape but hey its a running
vehicle for a grand left fender was replaced due to slight damage. Traction control and ABS
lights remain on.. Exterior and interior are not perfect. Right side has some dents engine and
drive train run good. Site map Contact Us Privacy Policy.

